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Usgs pangaea puzzle answer key

Overview: This lesson is based on Alfred Wegener's pioneering study which showed that the scattered distribution of certain fossilized plants and animals at this time, broadly separated continents would form a coherent pattern if the continent rejoined as a pre-existing supercontinent gondwanaland. Although Alfred Wegener is not the first to point out that the
continent has moved on earth, his presentation of carefully structured evidence for continental drift inspired decades of scientific debate. Wegener's evidence, in concert with comical evidence provided by post-World War II technology, eventually led to a universal acceptance of tectonic plate theory in the scientific community. NGSS Alignment Objectives:
Lesson 1: Wegener's Confusing Evidence Exercise Students will observe and analyze the scientific evidence used by Wegener. Students will read and interpret maps and map symbols. Students will use the evidence to try to reconstruct the continent. Students will interpret the evidence to formulate a hypothesis. Students will maintain their position on
continental drift. Lesson 2: Plate Tectonics Tennis Ball Globe Students will examine one method for creating a two-dimensional map of a rounded surface. Students will create a model of the earth that they can hold and examine. Students will examine the boundaries of plates, continents, and oceans around the world. Students will check the boundaries of
different plates, convergent, and change. Students will draw plate boundaries on a map and learn that more scientific data is needed to more accurately find certain boundaries. Students will compare the features on the corresponding map on the ball with the same features on a flat, two-dimensional more standard map to learn how our standard map is
distorted to the poles. Required Materials: Included in the companion teaching pdf: Overview: Tectonic Plates in Nutshell Papers and maps (see attachments) Coloring items — pencils, markers, sharp crayons Glue Scissors or Old tennis ball tape - lesson 2 Lesson Plan: Lesson 1: Wegener's Puzzling Evidence ExerciseComplete lesson plan Overview: The
teacher presents an overview of Wegener's the Student cutting and coloring continental pieces according to fossil evidence. Groups of students organized the pieces using Key to Wegener's Evident to support their arrangements and present and maintain their reconstruction. Students must understand that using continental forms to fit them back together is
using one type of evidence. Using the same type of rock is another form of evidence, and the existence of the same type and age of fossils is another. Ask students if they can think of other types of evidence to look for that might be useful in solving their puzzles. Lesson 2: Plate Tennis Ball GlobePapa lesson plan description: It's This create a mini world ball
that shows the boundaries of the world's main plates. This gives each student his or her own physical model of the Earth's plates and helps teach how difficult it is to accurately describe the ball (three-dimensional) on a flat (two-dimensional) map. Overview: This lesson is based on Alfred Wegener's pioneering study which showed that the scattered distribution
of certain fossilized plants and animals at this time, broadly separated continents would form a coherent pattern if the continent rejoined as a pre-existing supercontinent gondwanaland. Although Alfred Wegener is not the first to point out that the continent has moved on earth, his presentation of carefully structured evidence for continental drift inspired
decades of scientific debate. Wegener's evidence, in concert with comical evidence provided by post-World War II technology, eventually led to a universal acceptance of tectonic plate theory in the scientific community. NGSS Alignment Objectives: Lesson 1: Wegener's Confusing Evidence Exercise Students will observe and analyze the scientific evidence
used by Wegener. Students will read and interpret maps and map symbols. Students will use the evidence to try to reconstruct the continent. Students will interpret the evidence to formulate a hypothesis. Students will maintain their position on continental drift. Lesson 2: Plate Tectonics Tennis Ball Globe Students will examine one method for creating a two-
dimensional map of a rounded surface. Students will create a model of the earth that they can hold and examine. Students will examine the boundaries of plates, continents, and oceans around the world. Students will check the boundaries of different plates, convergent, and change. Students will draw plate boundaries on a map and learn that more scientific
data is needed to more accurately find certain boundaries. Students will compare the features on the corresponding map on the ball with the same features on a flat, two-dimensional more standard map to learn how our standard map is distorted to the poles. Required Materials: Included in the companion teaching pdf: Overview: Tectonic Plates in Nutshell
Papers and maps (see attachments) Coloring items — pencils, markers, sharp crayons Glue Scissors or Old tennis ball tape - lesson 2 Lesson Plan: Lesson 1: Wegener's Puzzling Evidence ExerciseComplete lesson plan Overview: The teacher presents an overview of Wegener's the Student cutting and coloring continental pieces according to fossil
evidence. Groups of students organized the pieces using Key to Wegener's Evident to support their arrangements and present and maintain their reconstruction. Students must understand that using continental forms to fit them back together is using one type of evidence. Using existence The same rocks are another form of evidence, another, the presence
of the same type and age of fossils is another. Ask students if they can think of other types of evidence to look for that might be useful in solving their puzzles. Lesson 2: Overview of The GlobeComplete Plate Tectonics Tennis Ball lesson plan: This activity creates a mini ball that shows the boundaries of the world's major plates. This gives each student his or
her own physical model of the Earth's plates and helps teach how difficult it is to accurately describe the ball (three-dimensional) on a flat (two-dimensional) map. Your Free Preview Page Reading 4 through 5 is not shown in this preview. This crossword puzzle about plate tectonics is a fun vocabulary review for students and contains the following: 1. Empty
Version without the word bank 2. Blank Version with word bank 3. Answer Main Vocabulary Words: ♦ Continental Drift ♦ Convection Current ♦ Convergent ♦ Divergent ♦ Earthquake ♦ Fault ♦ Hot Spot ♦ Pangaea ♦ Seismic Waves ♦ Seismograph ♦ Subduction Zone ♦ Tectonic Plate ♦ Important Transform: If you enjoy this product, see my Crossword product
line: Space Science: Get all 5 (25% OFF) in bundles!          ♦ Comets, Meteors, Asteroids etc.          ♦ Eclipse ♦ Phase of ♦ Moon ♦ Earth Sciences Solar System: Get all 15 (40% OFF) in Bundles!          ♦ ♦ Cloud Erosion and fossil ♦ ♦ Landforms ♦ Atmospheric Layers ♦ Earth Layers ♦ Natural Disasters ♦ Natural Resources ♦ Tectonic Plates ♦ Rock Cycle ♦
Seasons ♦ Soil ♦ Volcanoes ♦ Water Cycle ♦ Weather Life Science: Get all 20 (50% OFF) in Bundles!          ♦ Animal ♦ Biomas ♦ Cell Structure ♦ Ecosystem dna ♦ ♦ Evolution ♦ Food Webs ♦ Genetic Engineering ♦ Habitat ♦ Heredity ♦ Human Body System ♦ ♦ Butterfly Life cycle ♦ ♦ Life Cycle ♦ Frogs ♦ Macromolecules ♦ Microscope Parts ♦ Mitosis ♦
Photosynthesis ♦ Plant Parts ♦ Six Kingdoms of Life Physical Sciences : Get all 14 (40% OFF) in Bundle!          ♦ Atomic Structure ♦          ♦ ♦ Elements, Compounds, ♦ Mixtures of Force and Movement ♦ Magnetic Forms ♦ Energy ♦ Periodic Table ♦ Material Properties ♦ Scientific Method ♦ Sound and Light ♦ Material State ♦ Wave ♦ Thermal Energy ====== In
addition to each purchase, you will see the Give Feedback button. On the My Purchases page, you'll see a list of products you've purchased and a link to provide feedback. Remember, you get TPT credits to use to buy other products. This credit is like cash! So please leave a feedback review, it would be greatly appreciated :) I ♥ Followers! Be the first to
know about store discounts, free products, and product launches! Just click the follow me green star below my store name on this page or click the Follow Me star under Science Spot. Please rate the quality of my work by downloading my free product: The Planet Mercury: A Solar System Tour *** Please Visit My Store or one of my specific topics/categories:
*** Anatomy----------- Burns &amp; Skin Pathology, Heart, Muscle, Nerves Animals------------ Reptiles, Amphibians, Dogs, Insects, Rainforest &amp;amp; Desert Animals Astronomy--------, Space, Solar System, Constellations, Moon Phases, Season, Planetary Biology------------- Fossil record, Cell Organelles, Evolution, Laboratory of Chemical Experiments---
------- Scientific Methods, Material State----- Earth Science Elements, Weather, Clouds, Landforms, Rock Cycles, Water Cycles, Earthquake Experiments------- Scientific Methods, Cells, Plants, Water Games-------------- Dangers, Money Wheels, Are You Smarter Than Holidays------------ Easter, Spring, Mother's Day, Halloween Life Sciences-------- Plants
&amp; Flowers, Biomass, Photosynthesis, Plant Life Cycle, Biomas mythology---------- Greek Gods &amp;amp; Roman, Planet, Other Halloween----------------- Back to School, Ice Breakers Physical Science-- State of Matter, Waves, Energy, Elements, Compounds &amp; Mixed Science Project -- Science Fair Bacterial Literacy Experiments-------------- Telling
time, Reading Comprehension w/ Bloom Taxonomic Mathematics------------------ Graphs, Decimals, Percent, Incorrect Fractions &amp; Equivalent ~ Lessons only by Science Spot ==©= All rights reserved. This purchase is for you and your classroom. Duplication for the entire school, the entire school system, or for commercial purposes is strictly prohibited.
Please have other teachers buy their own copies. If you are a school or district interested in multiple licenses, please contact me for offers throughout the district. Quote.
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